
Writer r/Fantasy Writer of The Day: G R 
Matthews 

Hi, I’m G R Matthews and r/fantasy’s Writer of the Day… today. 

Many years ago, more than I care to remember, I discovered, in a bookshop not far from the 

standing stones of Avebury, a love of Sci-fi and Fantasy. Books like the ‘Belgariad’ by 

Eddings, ‘The Time Master Trilogy’ by Cooper, and ‘Master of the Five Magics’ by Hardy, not 

to mention the ‘Chronicles of an Age of Darkness’ by Cook (and now you know how long ago 

that was). 

In the end, and just a few years ago, after completing my Diploma in Creative Writing, I 

managed to release my own books into the wild. The Forbidden List trilogy begins with The 

Stone Road, which is followed by The Blue Mountain (not, Mark Lawrence, about coffee, but 

there are mentions of tea) and soon to be finished off with The Red Plains. The books are 

set in a version of Ancient China so there is plenty of magic, kung fu, and a culture that is 

different from the usual Medieval Europe. 

I was lucky enough to have it reviewed by Bookwormblues.net, the inimitable Sarah Chorn, 

who not only gave it 4 out 5* but also said, "This is very unique and incredibly brave." You 

can read the review on her blog and here www.grmatthews.com. 

This year, I also released the beginning story in a Sci-Fi series – Silent City – which I hope to 

return to once ‘The Red Plains’ is out the door. Mention should also go to one of my short 

stories which you can find in Tim Marquitz’s book – Tales of Magic and Misery. 

You can find much more of my writing, in the form of articles and reviews, on the wonderful 

Fantasy-Faction.com website. I’ve managed to interview some great authors and folks 

involved with fantasy literature since I started, overcoming my natural English need to 

apologise for everything and overly complicating any social situation. There are also a 

couple of my articles on SF Signal, Special Needs in Special Worlds which I am quite proud 

of. 

Outside of writing, I teach. Seventeen years, and counting, of educating 11 to 18 year olds in 

the mysteries of Geography and Creative Writing, developing lessons, schemes of work, 

looking after budgets, introducing new computer data systems (never again) and working in 

Child Protection. Oh, and if there is one thing I hate it is utterly pointless, long, drawn out, 

info-dumps. 

If, after all that, you still have questions, and I really hope you don’t leave me shouting into 

the void, then ask away. I’m operating on UK time so I’ll answer them before I go to bed and 



when I wake up – those events may not sync with yours. Your patience and understanding is 

appreciated. 

If you want to hook up on social media then you can find me here: Facebook, Twitter and 

Pinterest. 

  



 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Time for sleep (11.40pm) and I have no idea how many words I have written tonight in 

answers. Sorry for any grammatical errors and typo's (lack of spelling ability), but I have 

enjoyed answering every single one of them! 

You've made me reflect and think - and that is a great gift! 

You've also said some really kind words about the book - Thanks even more. 

If there are any more questions, I'll answer them when I awake! 

Cheers 

G R Matthews 

 [–]MouseWhenItSpins  

Hi GR, thanks for doing this. I just finished reading The Stone Road last night and enjoyed it, 

thanks again for sending me a copy! If I'm not completely drained of energy when I get back 

from work tonight I might try and write up some of my thoughts on it. But for now, a couple 

questions for you. 

I appreciated the congruency between the magic in your world and Taoist mythology, 

namely the Wu and Fang-shi. However, I noticed that - barring some small asides about the 

jade emperor and heaven - you essentially omit any other references to Taoism or even any 

religion at all. When building up your world, how did you decide which aspects of society 

and culture to include or to leave out? 

A narrower question: you included a dryad in your story. It's been a long time since I studied 

this, but I don't remember there being an equivalent for a dryad in Eastern culture. Is there 

one, or is this something you borrowed from the West? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Hi MouseWhenItSpins, 

Thank you for reading and enjoying the book - I am so happy you did! 

That is a great question and I will try to answer it as well as I can. 

I think it goes the core of Stephen Kings' thoughts on readers imagination and Mark 

Lawrence's ideas on readers doing the 'heavy lifting' in a story and I cheated - a lot of 

authors cheat. I sidestepped the very problem you mention - how do you convey a culture, a 

religion, a society unfamiliar to many readers, still have enough for those that do, and keep 

the story going. I hate info-dumps... I may have mentioned that somewhere. 



So I had to make some decisions. I hope I gave enough clues to readers about governmental 

structure, society and some traditions to create an impression of the far east - to let the 

readers own knowledge fill in the blanks, to create their own unique vision of that world, 

albeit a guided one. I wanted the reader to find out about the world as they travelled it with 

the two characters, as they experienced the world and the conflict. It needed to be 

recognisable in some facets and seem alien in others - a fine line to walk and one I trod 

carefully, hopefully not making too many grievous errors as I went. So of it happened 

through inspiration, some through research and some through concious decision - trying to 

convey my vision of the world to the readers. 

I did leave out a lot of religion - the conflict between Yaart and Wubei is trade/political in 

origin not religious - and in The Stone Road I wanted to focus on the characters and that 

conflict. You'll note as well that the magic is not dwelt on overly in the story - it is there, it 

works, the how and why is only lightly touched on. A kindly opinion would say the magic is 

foreshadowed :) 

Book 2 and certainly 3, bring the various magic's to the forefront - and they diverge a little 

more from the Taoist views, though there are reflections of some other religions in the 

magic. Again, it was the decision to learn about the world as the characters travel it, both 

Zhou and Haung are students / learners - they learn best, like most of us do, by the doing 

and seeing rather than the telling. 

Your narrow question is well noted. Without spoiling too much, I used the word Dryad as 

something a western audience would understand. If you read, I might make it free for while, 

Tales from the Stone Road - a little volume of three stories based in the same world - you 

meet the 'Dryad' again under her real name (if you connect the dots that is). The term 

'Dryad' is another case of the letting the reader do some of the 'heavy lifting' (will I ever be 

able to thank Mark enough for that term) - it conveys what I needed it to at that moment in 

time, and leaves enough room to wriggle more in later on, when a reader is more settled in 

the world. 

Thanks for the great question! 

  



 [–]Kitvaria  

Hi, my question is - how do you manage to do all of the above mentioned things, and still 

find time to write? Do you have a daily goal of words, or simply get whatever little time left 

into writing? (thinking of an Interview with Rothfuss I attended in spring, and his utter 

annoyance of people asking when book three will finally be out...) 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Hi Kitvaria, 

I have a full life :) All that and my family take up a lot of my time - none of it wasted at all. 

Luckily, I married an understanding (if occasionally short-tempered (she is a red head, just 

like Ce'Nedra... wonder if there is a link - recalling an earlier question)) woman who, when I 

started writing gave me the space and time to do it. 

I did the NaNoWriMo years ago - I needed a goal, a deadline, some extrinsic at that time, to 

push me, to challenge me. I wanted to know if I could do it - could I write a novel (or 50,000 

words of one) in a month? Could I get past that dreaded chapter 5 when inspiration and 

effort waned? We agreed that month was writing month - see if you can do it. All my day 

work was done at work - almost unheard of in my career - for that month and in the 

evenings, after the children were in bed, I wrote and wrote and wrote - every night. What 

an experience! I loved it - I loved the pressure, the deadline, the creativity, everything! 

Since then, since knowing I could do it, I have kept on doing it. Not at that pace - it isn't 

practical for me or my work or family. I use writing software, Writeway, which allows me to 

organise my book chapter by chapter, scene by scene, to make notes, to hold my research 

(though I also use pinterest and excel for this). It also allows me to set targets and measure 

myself against them in a nice bar chart... or if I fall behind a not-so nice bar graph. Most 

importantly, it does not spell check or grammar check my work - I correct those I notice as I 

go, but the rest are ignored until the editing - and that is so freeing! That little red wavey 

line of shame is entirely missing!! 

At one of the Grim Gathering's Myke Cole relayed a maxim, "The sea doesn't care", from his 

own line of work. Meaning if you truly want to do it, stop making excuses and find the time 

to do it. He works a lot of jobs and finds time to write. Mark Lawrence has his own 

challenges to his writing time and yet gets it all done - if those two can do it (alongside all 

the others), I can never complain just count myself lucky. 

And I do, almost every day... though if the lottery ever comes in, I'll count myself even 

luckier! 

Thanks for the question! 

  



 [–]jenile  

Hello Mr Matthews! I enjoyed the Stone Road quite a bit. Thank you for a great book. 

Without spoiling me too much, as I havent had a chance to read book two yet. Haung and 

Zhou were in a similiar place from where the other man started by the end of book one. 

Family and career wise.. spoilery 

Will this gain them some understanding of one another? Will we see them eventually 

working together? When is the Red Plains being released? 

Btw I loved the whole rooftop scene with Haung and the spell paper. It was very mystical 

feeling. 

And unrelated- who is your favorite homegrown band? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Hi Jenile, 

I'm glad you enjoyed the book - that makes me happier than you can possibly imagine! 

(typing with a smile on my face). 

The Haung/Zhou arc in The Stone Road was a decision early on in the writing. Characters 

have to change throughout a book and I liked the symmetry of the situation. 

In Book 2, you see them working together, but not fully trusting each other - as you'd expect 

given the situation. I wanted the two PoV characters to reflect / to mirror each other's 

thoughts, feelings and situations. There are similarities and differences - each has something 

to fight for, and each has questions they need answers to. 

Book 3, The Red Plains, should be out by the end of this year. My editor is primed and ready 

- and I will have to do my customary 7 re-drafts before it leaves my door (email). I still don't 

know exactly how it ends and I am struggling with impatience... I know how I want it to end, 

but sometimes events, characters and setting take over :) In the redrafting I have to make 

them behave. 

The magic system, such as you see it book 1, gets more involved in the story as it 

progresses. I love words and writing - it is by far the best invention the human race has ever 

made. I wrote an SF Signal article for Special Needs in Special Worlds all about reading - with 

the help of some very knowledgeable people. With that in mind, how could I not create a 

system of magic that relies on the written word ;) 

My favourite home-grown band... that changes with the seasons! I play the guitar, twenty 

years and counting, which kind of influences some of my taste - but in the past I've loved 

Shed Seven, the Charlatans, Oasis, Stone Roses (you can see the age here), The Who, 



Mumford and Sons (love the new album, with the change to electrics - lots of open D tuning 

in their songs which annoys my son because I tuned his guitar to it (leaving my own 3 guitars 

along). A little further afield you have Kodaline whom I listened to on repeat whilst editing 

The Stone Road and further still - Counting Crows (I have almost all the albums - incredible 

voice). 

Something quite new is this song - 'Where I wanted to be' - which my brother plays 

keyboards on (he is the one with the beard). My dear ol' bro is incredibly talented - any 

instrument, by ear, any time (I'm more a learn as I go, and lots of practice player) - who 

plays and tours Europe with different bands. Music is as important as words - I couldn't live 

without either! 

Thanks for the question... and for enjoying the book! 

 [–]jenile  

Thank you for your reply! I am excited to read the next book. And to see how they work 

together and get passed circumstances that happened in book one . That symmetry was 

something I enjoyed about the first book. 

Seriously great song! Thanks for the link. I'll be looking for these guys. 

I'm always impressed by people who can play by ear, or by reading. I wish I could 

play..anything My mom was very musical and passed her love of it to us kids. Just not the 

ability to play any instruments- to me anyway. 

You have some great musical taste, there's a couple I don't know or maybe would if I heard 

them. I love the indie bands though. Mumford amazes me. Counting crows are so good! I'm 

a huge Kodaline fan! I wanted to see them last year- they were touring over here but 

cancelled before they got to our neighborhood. I can see how they could have put you in 

the mood to write some of those haunting scenes in the first book. 

  



 [–]Kazreemo 

I am very much looking forward to reading The Stone Road. As I have not yet started it, what 

can I expect? If you can sum up why I should read it in three sentences or less, and get 

'Lorraine Kelly's knickers' in the description I will move it to the top of my 26 book high tbr 

pile. Cheers boss! 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Hi Kazreemo, 

Three sentences or less? Lorraine Kelly's knickers? Oh hell! I'm going to comma splice to get 

around this - cheating I know! 

The Stone Road is far-east fantasy with a western edge, a story of fear, courage and 

cowardice, gain and loss, an intimate journey through a new setting. It won't hold your 

hand, it won't explain it all in one great dump, it will lead you, step by step through the 

culture and world - you'll discover as you travel the road wearing 'Lorraine Kelly's knickers' if 

you so choose - each to their own, live and let live is my motto. More than that, The Stone 

Road is bloody exciting adventure of double dealing, treachery, murder, love and revenge! 

Thanks for the question (and the ability to answer in three sentences!) and good luck with 

your own writing! 

 [–]Kazreemo  

Guess I'm reading The Stone Road next ;-)Thanks for answering! 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Pleasure and I hope you enjoy it! 

 [–]AngryWizard  

I'm not the person who asked the question, but I was expecting at least a couple of 

semicolons to be slipped in there to bend the rules. 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

I like the odd semi-colon, but tend to stay clear of them in case they get angry and turn into 

a full colon! 

Then the only thing to do is run! 

  



 [–]MeganOKeefeAMA Author Megan E. O'Keefe  

Hi G.R.! In your capacity as an interviewer, are there any interviews you've done that 

particularly stand out? Any awesome/unexpected moments or responses? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Hi Megan, 

That is really tough question to answer. When I started writing for Fantasy-Faction and 

getting more involved in the fantasy world I wasn't fully expecting the level of engagement. 

What other aspect of the arts or 'celebrity' life do you get such access and response from 

those you admire and respect? The friendliness and helpfulness of authors and others is 

incredible. 

One of the first articles I wrote was about stories and why we needed them. A great idea, I 

thought, would be to ask some authors and a blogger of inestimable regard for their 

thoughts. How cheeky was I? Two articles done, no one knew me (they still don't :) ) and I 

was asking Mark Lawrence, Michael J Sullivan and Sarah Chorn for their thoughts. I fully 

expected, once I had sent the emails and had a chance to think about it, to recieve a polite 

'no' or a less polite 'sod off'. I had the Fantasy-faction name behind me, so I had some 

'kudos' to call on. 

All three responded amazingly quickly and with some fantastic ideas and thoughts. It 

remains one of my favourite articles. 

I'll also say that the SRFC (Super-Relaxed Fantasy Club) crew - Jen Williams, Den Patrick and 

Juliet Mushens were a joy to talk to (once I overcame my English reticence and 

introversion). I think their responses made that article much better than just my own dry 

thoughts. 

I don't suppose I can quite convey the shock of finding authors, professional writers of 

renown, to be so willing to talk and engage in conversation with an awkward Englishman. 

You'll have seen the article on Fantasy-Faction today, the interview with Tim Marquitz? I did 

so little for this - I just posed the questions. His answers, I think, are so honest, they are so 

'him' - his character is clear in everything he says. It was a total joy! 

I'm still learning how to interview authors... it is a lot different from interviewing people for 

a job, or pupils over some transgression or teasing out the problems they have with subjects 

(or in life - some of those interviews have been harrowing). 

 [–]MichaelJSullivan/r/Fantasy Best of 2013 Winner (+AMA Author & Worldbuilders)  

I remember that post! It was a great one - thanks for doing it. 



 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Still think I should be thanking you way more than you should be thanking me... and it was a 

total pleasure! 

  



 [–]MarkLawrence/r/Fantasy Best of 2013 & 2014 Winner (+AMA Author)  

G.R! 

Elucidate on the "incredibly brave!" 

Is bravery a thing in writing? What thing is it? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews  

Hi Mark, 

You're referring to Sarah's review of The Stone Road I take it. In that regard, allow me to 

interpret her thoughts (and I'll apologise to her if I get it wrong); 

'Incredibly brave' refers to the decision not to set the book in recognisable western setting. 

It isn't Vikings or Medieval Europe (nothing wrong with those, he says hastily to avoid the 

sharp end of a stabby or the blunt end of sales figures :) ) It refers to the decision to 

purposefully write outside of the accepted norm and to try something that does not 

guarantee (there are no guarantees, I know) success. By choosing that setting, though I 

could argue that in some ways the setting chose me, I purposefully placed it outside the 

'normal'. 

Bravery is definitely a thing. And not just the bravery of characters, which can be conveyed 

in the story, their actions, the emotion. There is bravery in the writing choices. Who would 

ever have thought that a story about teenage anti-hero would sell? But it did - that was 

bravery, sticking to your guns, telling the story you wanted to tell, or wanted to be told, 

even though it was outside the normal range. 

I also chose, very deliberately, to limit the Point of Views (Pov) in The Stone Road. Two only 

and alternative chapters - the world happening around them. It means you don't see 

everything, things happen and the characters react, the characters act and things happen. 

My writing and story style, doesn't suit multiple PoV - either chapter by chapter or scene by 

scene. I admire people who can plan and plot to that degree, who can have it all hang 

together. It is not me. I start with an idea, a plot line, and a general idea of an ending and 

just go - along the way, I refine, I edit, I change, I find out things, am shocked by the 

characters, am sad with them, fear for them, but I never know quite how it will turn out 

when I start. It does make editing and redrafting a bit of a bugger :) 

All this rambling reminds me of a file in my loft. It contains the first 3 to 5 chapters of about 

7 books - all written to be 'traditional fantasy' and all unfinished, all going nowhere - they 

were not 'me'. 

I think I have answered that in the most rambling, incoherent way possible :) 



sorry Sarah 

  



 [–]MikeOfThePalaceWorldbuilders  

Hi Geoff, thanks for joining us! 

You're stuck on a deserted island with three books. Knowing you'll be reading them over 

and over and over again, what three do you bring? 

 

[–]G_R_Matthews  

Have you been reading the question I set Tim Marquitz? (Fantasy-Faction interview) :) 

Just three books... three!!! 

As long as I can pick omnibus editions, I'm fine... maybe. 

Belgariad by Eddings. I know it is not everyone's cup of tea (decaf or not), but I read them 

first at the right age and I still re-read them every so often. The structure is simple, but the 

adventure is good and character's interactions, the sarcasm and sentimentality carry it 

through. It is a feel good adventure story. Thinking about it, I reckon you could draw a line 

from Belgariad to City Stained Red by Sam Sykes - in terms of character interactions. 

Pratchett - but which one... Guards! Guards! or Nightwatch... or... I think fate would have to 

play a hand here. Whichever one washed up on the shore would be fine with me (hopefully 

an omnibus edition). 

I learned about his death from a colleague at work - "Pratchett's dead," were his words 

followed by "Sorry, you liked him didn't you?" I staggered back to my classroom (end of 

school) and wrote his obituary in that moment, before I knew what Fantasy-Faction were 

doing, mostly from memory and emotion. It was the lead piece in that article and contains 

one of the best lines I feel I have ever written (very bittersweet feeling) - "Never have so 

many sentences hung upon the curl of comma, only to fall and hit you with the cartoon anvil 

of veracity." 

and 3. The Martian by Andy Weir. Now, confession time, and I know it is not fantasy, but 

this book got me into audiobooks. Every two weeks I have to travel the 120 miles to Norfolk, 

pick up my Mother-in-law and bring her back to our house (120 miles back). Incredibly sadly, 

and very suddenly, my Father-in-law, a man I'd known, loved and respected for twenty years 

died - on Father's Day. Mother-in-law and I listened to this book on the journeys... and she is 

no sci-fi fan at all... it is narrated so brilliantly. The story is told so well. I could listen to this 

forever. 

Thanks for the question! 

  



 [–]tomunro  

1) Given the vibrant debate on self-publishing that Marc Aplin has stimulated via fantasy-

faction, what have been the high spots for you? 

2) With book 3 nearing completion (?!) will you 

a) develop your existing world and milieu with another story in the same setting (like Mark 

Lawrence and the Red Queen's War) 

or 

b) branch out in a new but still fantasy direction (like Daniel Polansky and Those Above) 

or 

c) Go down the sci-fi route (like er.. GR Matthews and "Silent City")? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Hi T O Munro, 

1) The high spot? Seeing someone I didn't know reading my paperback :) A "bloody hell, 

someone actually bought it" moment. Another, reading a review which praises the editing :) 

I read Marc's post and the conversation that has followed on from it. Self-publishing is not 

easy - in fact, the only thing easy to do is make mistakes. I also know that Marc made his 

points with the very best of intentions and thought - people take from it that which they 

brought (more on twitter than Facebook)... did I just steal that line from Empire Strikes 

Back? Luke going into the grotto? I am also very aware that Marc, and Fantasy-Faction, 

support self-pub'd authors - you'll have seen a few reviewed over the last months and years. 

It all goes back to the slush pile, the noise and the sheer amount of self-pub'd books out 

there. 

Now some are really good. I have read quite a few all the way through and thoroughly 

enjoyed them and coming totally clean here, I have been reading some of the #SPFBO 

entries for Fantasy-Faction and in doing so have found one or two that I thought were really 

good - and more that I couldn't get past the first three chapters (sometimes even one... see 

the info-dump article on my own website). 

How do good self-pub'd books get noticed above the 'noise'? The Self-pub blog-off is one 

good way. 250 books - some getting good reviews, some not. 

2) Into the final third now of book 3 and starting to draw some threads to a close, exposing 

some secrets and hopefully relating things back to earlier foreshadowing! 



A, B or C? Reflects a conversation I had with a respected voice in Fantasy recently. The Stone 

Road, being set in China, is a little more 'niche' (I think) than other fantasy - it is a great book 

(bloody wonderful in my opinion) so was I thinking of something a little more mainstream 

next? 

Epic Fantasy - a doorstopper tome? My 'voice' doesn't fit that multiple PoV style. 

Steampunk - it is an idea. 

Urban Fantasy - I have some ideas down this road and my journal will start filling up with 

ideas, scenes and concepts soon. 

I think I will be leaving my alternative ancient China alone for a bit, though I may be stealing 

the magic systems (spoiler: There are 10 magic systems in the world of The Stone Road - 

book 2 delves more into the known ones, and hints at more, book 3 reveals them all and 

their importance to the world.) as a lot of inspiration went into them. 

Before that though, I have another Corin Hayes book to write. A follow up to 'Silent City' and 

I have the first chapter mostly written - and a plot line to follow. The Sci-Fi is, again, a little 

more niche as it is not set in space, but underwater. I wrote Silent City to see what 

happened to Corin - a character I created and write 15,000 words about in one weekend. All 

the way through Stone Road and Blue Mountain, he was there shouting at me, telling me to 

come back and tell his story. In the end, between book 2 and starting book 3, I did. 

He is still there, but now he whispers in my ear. 

 [–]tomunro  

Corin is on my tbr list - shouting at me from my kindle, so I will get to him myself. 

It is strange how varied are the genres that call out to our imaginations and perhaps that is a 

strength of self-publishing - that we can feel more comfortable about a genre switch 

because there is no commercial machine expecting us to stick with what works? (Or maybe 

not) 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

I think that is nail hit squarely on the head. I asked Tim Marquitz a similar question for the 

interview that went up on Fantasy-Faction today - he had a good answer :) 

  



 [–]WovenMythsAuthor  

Hi GR, I have The Stone Road (thanks to you) but have only just started reading it. I was 

wondering too about the Ancient China setting and had a couple of questions. 1) What kind 

of background about Ancient China did you bring to the story (like do you have Chinese 

relatives? Did you do research?) and 2) Considering that "Ancient China" has a more 

prevalent presence with modern Chinese as opposed to Medieval times and today's 

Westerners, did that have any bearing on your writing? What I mean by this is, it's still 

possible to go to China and find "ancient" type settings in today's world. (Yes, you can go to 

Europe and find Medieval towns but are they slaughtering livestock in the back of the 

shops?) Hope this question made sense. 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Hi, 

That question makes perfect sense! 

1) I have absolutely no Chinese relatives - I had a girlfriend for a few weeks, but that's it :) 

Lovely girl wistful thoughts of the past... erm... right... back. 

The genesis of The Stone Road is rooted in my love of martial arts movies, the good, the 

bad, and the dubbed (never dub a martial arts movie, or any foreign language movie. I can 

read and the cadence, rhythm of the original language make the films. Along with info-

dumps, I loathe overdubbed films). From there I read the book China: A History by John 

Keay and thoroughly enjoyed it. Within that tome, there is a one sentence, maybe two or 

three, that describe the myth of the Stone Road - two cities at war, a peace treaty, and the 

building of the road (and yes, the cattle are really in it too - you'll know when you get there). 

It really resonated with me - it stuck in my mind. 

Then I was completing my Diploma in Creative Writing and had intended my fantasy 

retelling of this to be my final piece (I was lucky to have a mentor/tutor who liked fantasy 

and saw its worth). However, the story was too big, it would take many more words than I 

was allowed to tell it. So the idea was there. 

Research, research, research... I love learning and finding out things. I did do some research 

- mostly books and internet. Mark Lawrence makes a comment, somewhere, sometime, 

about 'heavy lifting' - using tropes and genre to have the reader fill in the blanks. Stephen 

King says a similar thing when it comes to descriptions - the reader's imagination will create 

the scene (and the beauty of books, everyone creates their own unique scene). Now, if you 

use stuff that everyone knows and can relate to - medieval Europe, modern day Chicago 

(even if you've never been there) then the reader's mind will do the 'heavy lifting'. 

It is a bit more difficult when it comes to places and ideas that are less familiar. So, at the 

outset, I made a decision - I wanted to ease readers into the world, not overwhelm them 



with it. I wanted to give readers a flavour of the world, morsel by morsel, create and reuse 

some simple ideas to reinforce that (tapping the table before tea) - once you create an 

image in the mind, it stays and develops. All I hoped for, is that I succeeded more than I 

failed. 

2) China is a country that is so modern in many aspects, but still reflects its past, its history, 

in its architecture (though some of that has been lost to development and regime change), 

in its people and customs that we, in the UK even surrounded by castles, barrows and 

henges, do not. 

For me, writing the book, this was a definite advantage. I couldn't visit China, though if 

someone wants to pay for me to go then I will happily take donations... maybe a kickstarter? 

There are so many internet sites, so many films (Chinese and HK) that make use of the 

historical locations and customs that research was, in that regard, easy. 

The Jiin-Wei in The Stone Road really existed, however I didn't know that they had been 

portrayed in a film (14 Blades) until I had finished and released the book. I was strangely 

chuffed (happy - I am translating from the English there) to find that out. 

China has the rich cities and the incredibly poor rural areas - such an interesting country to 

study and learn about, even if, quite rightly, you might disagree with their record on Human 

Rights. 

I think I could talk about the research - some I used, some I didn't - all night long! 

I won't! 

Thanks for the great question! 

 [–]WovenMythsAuthor  

Since you bring up Kung-Fu movies and then mention the Hammer movies, I take it you've 

been watching 70's kung fu to the present. So, I have a few more questions for you but off-

topic a bit in regards to Chinese kung-fu films. 1) Which decade has the best Kung-fu movies 

in your opinion? 2) Who is your favorite Chinese Kung Fu star and why? 3) Do you prefer the 

wuxia type movies (has sorcery), the weapons type (Most Shaolin movies fall under this) or 

the boxer type (Most set in the 19th & 20th centuries are like this, weapons at most are 

knives and guns)? 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

I got into Kung-Fu movies via Jackie Chan and Channel 4. I loved the artistry of his 

movement, clever use of objects and the fact that when you got kicked it hurt - you didn't 

just shrug it off. I learned Kung Fu for a while and got kicked in the face a few times - it hurts 

:) 



Which decade is tough - the 1980's were great. A move away from the attack, block and 

stand still to admire the stance, before attacking again. But there are some truly fantastic 

ones from the 1970s :) 

Favourite? At present, you can't go far wrong with Donnie Yen. Ip Man is such an incredible 

film... but then Iron Monkey is also great. 

Jet Li is hard to ignore - Hero is breathtaking. 

Jackie Chan begun much of my love - Drunken Master, Project A, Wheels on Meals. Too 

many to mention. 

Sammo Hung - not only a great fighter but an actor with range. Watch him in Ip Man 2 and 

compare that with Wheels on Meals or similar film with Jackie Chan. 

Chinese Ghost Story and Ninja in the Dragon's Den both contain some aspects that I looked 

to when writing. 

Guns though... no, you can leave them at the door. I like the message in Kurosawa's Seven 

Samurai... all the Samurai are killed by guns, the end of an age. Which isn't to say that there 

are not good movies set in the modern world - Police Story, when Jackie Chan got serious :) 

  

  



[–]JP_Ashman  

Hi GR, 

I'm enjoying reading The Stone Road at the moment and have actually shelved a 'best 

selling' hardback trad. published book whilst I read yours. I honestly felt grabbed by your 

setting and the intrigue surrounding what's going on. Time is short at the moment (is it ever 

not) and I can't find the time to have two on the go as I usually do, so chose yours, which I 

find quite refreshing within the genre. I imagine a lot of questions you get are and will be 

about the setting, so wanted to try and come up with something different. Here goes: 

Would you ever consider writing historical fiction, and if so, what century/event would you 

choose? Ancient China aside, what really grabs you from world history, that would get your 

artistic juices flowing? 

Cheers, 

JP 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Hi JP, 

Children tend to soak up time - but it is worth it. 

You know I had an idea, a while ago, for some more historically accurate fiction (whether 

fantasy or strict factual fiction) set in World War One. I have taught a unit on that period for 

many years and you can see the horror develop in the children's minds as they listen to first 

hand accounts of the battles. In age where children play games such as Call of Duty and 

Counter-strike (I play, as does my son - don't tell my wife! Sssh!) some have this idea where 

you get shot, but its OK you can just respawn. I think Myke Cole wrote an article about guns 

and getting shot - or I followed one of his links to it, I forget now, but it was around time of 

the Michael Brown shooting. The realism vs films was the general direction of the article and 

it was damn interesting. 

But you watch the World War One films (primary sources), the Pathe News, and then some 

films like All Quiet on the Western Front (the one with John Walton in it... I forget his name 

now... old age!) and you get a real sense of the desperation, the courage, the bravery, the 

resignation. It is an era sown with fear, hope, loss and courage in equal measure. I want my 

characters to go through the wringer, the mangel, to be squeezed to breaking, to fear for 

themselves, but more importantly to fear for others. That time, 1914 - 1918, has so many 

opportunities. 

My Grandfather fought in WW2, like many people's grandfathers, but he so rarely talked 

about it. A few stories is all we have from his time in the desert - a friends head shot off as 



he peeked out of his tank turret, winding the worms out of legs around a pencil. I never 

knew his Dad, my great grandfather, who fought in WW1 - what stories would he have had. 

We find out about our families stories too late... going all maudlin now! 

So, after all that wordiness, World War One. 

 [–]JP_Ashman Thanks for that, very insightful. I'd be very interested to read a fantasy set in 

a WWI setting. I think it's safe to say it'd be grimdark for sure. I also have to say that after 

asking the question, it was the two world wars that my mind drifted to for a new fantasy. 

Interesting. I'd also be inclined to pick up an accurate historical novel of the period should 

you write one in the future. JP 

 [–]G_R_Matthews 

Perhaps a joint venture a la Baxter and Pratchett! 

  

  



[–]GrahamAustin-King  

Hi G.R (just sort of heard myself saying that in my head and, wow! Dallas flashback...) 

Anyway, thanks for doing this. 

Your books are set in an alternate China, about as far as the stereotypical fantasy setting 

(lotr) as you can get. Do you feel that the 'medieval Europe' style fantasy setting is played 

out, or was this an effort to avoid the ruts that have already been cut into the road? 

 

[–]G_R_Matthews 

Hi Graham, 

Thanks for kicking it off with the first question (hopefully not the last), and great one at that. 

Is Medieval European style played out? Of course not. One look at the bestseller lists, the 

books filling the shelves and the recommendations then euro-centric fantasy is alive and 

kicking (or stabbing and slicing). 

There are writers who have used different settings before - GGK, Mazakis Williams and, 

more recently, Ken Liu (and I want to read this). They've explored the middle and far east, 

taking what works for a story and tackling some assumptions about a culture. 

I grew up watching the Kung Fu movies of Hong Kong, Korea and China (and at different 

times learning some martial arts myself - never enough to be a danger to anyone but 

myself!) and they contain a lot of things that we, as westerners, would call fantasy. Hammer 

films teamed up with the Shaw Brothers to make 7 Golden Vampires - bringing the East and 

West together on film long before Rush Hour. 

The East has a lot to explore, a lot of social and cultural differences that a writer can use to 

draw readers into a different fantasy world. More than anything, I wanted to try something 

different, to travel a different road even if, along it, there are many things that readers will 

recognise as more traditional fantasy. 

The flip side of that? Knowing that many readers are more likely to choose books set in 

medieval Europe, or with Vikings or with any of the more familiar settings. I don't think that 

The Stone Road is particularly a niche novel, but I can understand that many will look at it 

and think it is not for them... they shouldn't. At the moment it is very cheap on Amazon and 

well worth a shot! 


